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MAKE EVERY ADVENTURE
REFRESH INGLY  STYL ISH

2022 JEEP
®
 COMPASS

This is where style takes an innovative turn  

to travel in a whole new direction. The 2022 

Jeep
®
 Compass invites you to see the world 

from an inspired perspective, travelling further 

than ever before. From its exceptionally 

comfortable seating, eye-popping interior 

design and long list of standard and available, 

next-generation safety and security features,  

this journey is utterly distinctive in every way. 

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



GO  WH EREVER CURIOSITY  LEADS

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



DES IG NED WIT H  THE  FUTURE  IN  M IND
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5. The raised centre console takes function and style to the  
next level, offering deep storage cubbies and  

controls conveniently at hand

4. A wireless charging pad for your smartphone  
is right within reach

3. 10.1-inch NAV radio is all-new; a bright 
centrepiece in a totally fresh interior

2. Multifunctioning steering wheel offers a 
compact design along with fingertip controls for 

communication, entertainment and other functions

1. Available 10.25-inch, digital, frameless, full-
colour Driver Information Display allows you to  

customise the content of your screens

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



A TACTILE PERSPECTIVE

Black Live stitch

Light Tungsten stitch

Black Nappa PUR

Liquid Chrome

Chainmail Hydro

AUTHENTIC ELEMENTS delight the eye and 

invite you to touch. Surfaces, materials and 

stitching all coordinate in harmony, resulting 

in a very modern expression of  

Jeep
®
 Brand freedom.

DURABLE MATERIALS are used  

throughout the cabin, all crafted with  

precision. Everything comes together  

to create a sanctuary of peace  

and harmony.

This sophisticated interior, fashioned from premium leathers, 
fabrics with contrast stitching and durable metals, raises the 
interior of Jeep

®
 Compass to a new level of urban style.

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



ALL -AROUN D
COMFORT

WORLD-CLASS LIVING

The authentic freedom of Jeep
®
 Compass drives a fresh, new passion to discover the world. Here, 

you have tech to help usher you to places that have long been on your travel destination list, 

delivering the comforts that will make getting there all the better. Get noticed while you’re getting 

ahead, moving forward with all the confidence and all the fun. 

*  A  n o t e  a b o u t  t h i s  b r o c h u r e :  a l l  d i s c l o s u r e s  c a n  b e  f o u n d  o n  t h e  l a s t  p a g e .

• Jeep
®
 Air Filtration System

• Wireless charging pad

•  Two front-row USB ports,1* including one 
Type A and one Type C

•  Two second-row USB ports,1 one Type A  
and one Type C

•  A deep centre storage cubby lets you hide 
valuables out of sight

•  Redesigned seats with slim headrests and 
enhanced upper back support

• Available heated front seats

• Available ventilated front seats 

•  Plenty of convenient cup holders for front- 
and rear-seat passengers

O v e r s e a s  m o d e l  s h o w n .



COMFORT  FOR 

THE  BACK SEAT

COMFORTS OF THE SECOND ROW Jeep
®
 Compass makes a welcome space for second-row passengers, beginning with 

a generous amount of leg room that tall family members and friends will appreciate. A centre armrest can be deployed 

to offer additional support and cup holders as well.

O v e r s e a s  m o d e l  s h o w n .



UCONNECT® 5  
Stay connected and in control of your vehicle 
from anywhere with access to more services, 
ranging from available safety and security to 
navigation and entertainment. Personalisation  
is pioneered with up to five driver profiles, a 
customisable home screen and simultaneous 
dual-phone connectivity. 

10.1-inch
TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY

• Standard wireless Apple CarPlay®2 support

• Standard wireless Android AutoTM3 compatibility

PHONE / TEXT

Pair up to eight phones, make calls, use

voice commands to hear and respond

to texts,4 select media stations and

access navigation. Includes wireless

Apple CarPlay2 support with your iPhone®

and wireless Android Auto.3

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



•  GRILLE DESIGN The signature Jeep
®
 Brand seven slots 

stand out with modern textures and inserts

•  REDESIGNED LED HEADLIGHTS Bright and safe 
illumination gets you noticed. LED projector headlights 
are standard on Limited, S-Limited and Trailhawk®

models only 

•  REDESIGNED FRONT FASCIA An updated design gives 
Jeep

®
 Compass a fresh face

•  PREMIUM LED TAIL LIGHTS Attention gets paid when 
it counts, thanks to these available bright LED rear 
lights. Standard on all models

•  BODY-COLOUR WHEEL FLARES AND CLADDING 
These are exclusive features on S-Limited

•  UNIQUE AND SPORTY WHEELS 19-inch wheels 
are standard on S-Limited. Additional wheels  
are available in 17- and 18-inch styles

•  FOG LIGHT DESIGN Eye-catching and brilliant, 
premium LED fog lights enhance front-end 
visibility with their front cornering and kerb 
illumination. Standard on all models

AN IT INERARY THAT  

COVERS  IMPRESS IVE  GROUND
ICONIC ATTRACTION



MAKE ROOM FOR MORE

The available hands-free power liftgate eliminates fumbling with packages and 
keys while loading into the cargo area. This convenient feature opens your rear 
liftgate automatically — just keep the key fob with you and swipe your foot 
under the rear bumper. Flip the second-row seats forward to reveal a generous 
1700 litres of total cargo room.

HANDS -FREE
CARGO ACCESS

P r o p e r l y  s e c u r e  a l l  c a r g o .



TRAIL RATED® CAPABILITY • JEEP® ACTIVE DRIVE LOW WITH HILL DESCENT CONTROL 

OFF-ROAD SUSPENSION SYSTEM SKID PLATES • 20:1 CRAWL RATIO • RED TOW HOOKS 

AGGRESSIVE APPROACH AND DEPARTURE ANGLES • UNIQUE 17-INCH ALUMINIUM WHEELS WITH ON- / OFF-ROAD TYRES 

SELEC-TERRAIN® TRACTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITH ROCK MODE • 25.4-MILLIMETRE INCREASED HEIGHT

TRAILHAWK
®

GETS TOUGH  ON ROUGH TERRAIN



JEEP
®
 COMPASS 

4x4 SYSTEMS

Each Jeep
®
 Active Drive System can send up to  

100 per cent of available torque to any one wheel, 

virtually assuring your command over any terrain. 

With the help of a rear-axle disconnect, these  

Jeep
®
 Brand systems can actively transition from 

Four-Wheel Drive (4WD) into fuel-saving  

Front-Wheel Drive (FWD), delivering both  

efficiency and capability when you need it. 

Jeep Active Drive — Its fully automatic, single-speed 

Power Transfer Unit (PTU) delivers a seamless 

performance, moving in and out of 4WD at any  

speed. Includes All-Speed Traction Control that  

helps deliver an all-weather boost in capability.

Jeep Active Drive Low — Exclusively featured  

on Trailhawk® with a single-speed PTU that offers 

torque management and 4WD Low Mode. When in 

Low, the system delivers additional power at low 

speeds, giving you the ability to crawl over boulders 

or navigate through up to 480 millimetres of water5

with confidence, thanks to a 25.4-millimetre increase 

in ride height and a crawl ratio of 20:1.

CAPABIL ITY MEETS EFFICIENCY



Every Jeep
®
 Compass equipped with available 4x4 capability 

arrives with a Jeep Selec-Terrain® Traction Management 
System, giving you the power to tackle Mother Nature’s 
toughest conditions. Its selectable toggle features Sand / Mud, 
Snow and Auto settings and, exclusive to Trailhawk,® Rock 
Mode that doubles down on traction control to help master 
challenging conditions during on- or off-road travels. And now, 
with the toggle switch located in the raised centre console, it’s 
easier than ever to adjust the system to deliver the traction you 
need to keep you moving forward. 

SELEC-TERRAIN
®

 TRACTION 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

TOGGLE SWITCH



This powerful traction management system lets you match your capabilities to the road ahead.  
It effectively coordinates several vehicle systems, depending on the mode you select, so  

you’re always making the most of your Jeep
®
 Brand Four-Wheel-Drive (4WD) system.

AUTO

In this mode, Selec-Terrain® does the 
work, automatically adjusting vehicle 
dynamics to best suit the road. To help 
ensure optimal efficiency, the rear 
driveline disengages when not needed.

ROCK

Delivers Trail Rated® 4WD Low capability thanks to 
its locking rear differential, allowing you to crawl over 
rugged terrain at appropriately safe speeds. Hill Descent 
Control adds a welcome measure of confidence in Rock 
Mode as well. Exclusive to Trailhawk.®

SNOW

Adjusts for ultimate performance over snow- and  
ice-covered roads by maximising vehicle stability  
and minimising oversteer. Major systems auto-
engaged and managed in this mode include  
antilock brakes and traction control.

SAND / MUD

Converts to a uniquely calibrated mode that utilises 
aggressive throttle and upshift points to tackle looser, 
sand-covered surfaces. Maximises low-speed traction 
by allowing additional wheel-slip via specifically tuned 
chassis controls, differentials and transmission ratios that 
are geared to successfully tackle mud.

THE MODES OF SELEC-TERRAIN
®



Explore the wide world with confidence, backed by authentic Jeep
®
 Brand 4x4 capability. The Trail Rated® Trailhawk empowers you to  

conquer virtually any terrain you encounter. All along the way, you’re accompanied by a long list of standard and available creature comforts,  
plus an array of more than 75 standard and available safety and security features. The Trailhawk cabin style is distinctive too, with its 10.1-inch, full-colour 
Uconnect® 5 touchscreen radio dominating the dash, a standard 10.25-inch full-digital, full-colour Driver Information Display and available Premium Alpine 
Sound System with nine speakers including subwoofer. Red accent stitching stands out on the cushioned seating, as well as the textured instrument panel 

with Red accent stitching. The Trailhawk logo is embroidered in Red on the front seatbacks, a proud announcement of this vehicle’s authentic DNA. 

Trailhawk® Premium Pack:

• Ventilated and heated front seats

• Heated steering wheel

• Dual-Pane Panoramic Power Sunroof

•  Nine-speaker Premium Alpine® Sound System  
with subwoofer

SIGNATURE RED AND BLACK BONNET DECAL

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



2.0 I-4 TURBO DIESEL ENGINE WITH ENGINE STOP / START (ESS) TECHNOLOGY Take charge of this 
powerhouse that’s mated to the 9-speed automatic transmission. Standard on Trailhawk® models only.

2.4 TIGERSHARK® MULTIAIR® 2 I-4 ENGINE Engineered to deliver the best of both worlds: a quiet and refined 
performance backed by the ability to power through tough terrain. This Tigershark® engine serves as an 
impressive fuel-efficient workhorse for Compass. Available with ESS on Night Eagle only. Available without  
ESS on Limited and S-Limited only. 

AVAILABLE ENGINE STOP / START (ESS) TECHNOLOGY This welcome feature on Jeep
®
 Brand engines helps 

minimise emissions while optimising efficiency. ESS seamlessly turns off the engine at stops, then restarts it 
when the brake pedal is released and the transmission is engaged.

9-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH AUTOSTICK Smooth gear transitions through all nine gearshifts 
deliver a ride that feels luxurious and confident. Efficiencies are maximised, and performance is optimal at all 
times. Standard on Limited, S-Limited and Trailhawk only. 

6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH AUTOSTICK This compact, lightweight transmission offers a high-
precision clutch that’s smooth and responsive. It’s a highly efficient performer that helps realise economies, 
thanks to its next-generation electronics. Standard on Night Eagle only.

T H E  E L E M E N T S O F  A  S T R O N G
P E R F O R M A N C E

The Jeep
®
 Compass combines strength of purpose with the ability to  

travel further between fill-ups. You’ll also be empowered with the capability to pull  
and pass when the need arises. All in all, you’ll find that Jeep Compass makes a  

notable and exciting entrance and will continue to earn high marks, whether you’re driving 
around the corner to the market or taking a road trip across the country.



POWERFULLY
APPEALING



10.25-INCH, DIGITAL DRIVER INFORMATION DISPLAY (DID) 

Spanning virtually the entire driver’s instrument cluster viewing area, this all-new, digital, full-colour Driver Information Display (DID) holds a  
vast amount of critical vehicle data. Within customisable display screens accessed via steering wheel controls, drivers can see vital  

performance stats, navigation instructions and much more — all on demand. High-definition graphics are crisp and bright. 



NEW STEERING WHEEL DESIGN With its sporty, compact design  
and driver air bag,6 the new, multifunctioning steering wheel puts  

the controls of many vehicle functions conveniently at hand. Drivers  
can access and adjust entertainment and communication features,  

Driver Information Display screens, safety and security features  
such as Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go7 and much more  

via smartly located buttons.

Simply stash your smartphone in this designated 
cubby, conveniently located in the raised centre 
console, and it recharges while it rests. No USB  
cords or connectivity required via this safe and  
smart technology. 

Get in and get going without fumbling for 
keys. Keep the key fob in your purse or 
pocket, grab the door handle and climb in. 
Once inside, start the engine by pressing 
your foot on the brake and pushing the 
Start / Stop button, then shift out of Park. 
With Keyless Enter ’n Go,TM you’re up and 
running, just like that. 

WIRELESS CHARGING PAD

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



AUDIO ACHIEVEMENT 

The available nine-speaker Premium Alpine® Sound System  
is known for its outstanding tonal balance and definition. This 
system helps create a haven of audio enjoyment, delivering an 
impressive, realistic sound experience. It features a 12-channel, 
506-watt amplifier and nine perfectly placed speakers, plus an 
8-inch subwoofer, that work together in optimal harmony.

NINE SPEAKERS AND A 12-CHANNEL,  

506-WATT AMPLIFIER

SURROUND YOURSELF
WITH PRO-QUALITY SOUND

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



LOOK IN ALL DIRECTIONS

AVAILABLE 360° 
SURROUND-VIEW

CAMERA SYSTEM8

The next big thing has arrived in a Jeep
®
 Compass  

to give you a composite bird’s-eye view of your 
vehicle’s positioning on all four sides, displayed on  
the large Uconnect® screen. This system works to 
assist with parking manoeuvres, helps you see blind 
spots and assists in detecting objects that may not  
be visible otherwise. 

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



MORE ACTIVE

SAFETY AND SECURITY
FEATURES THAN EVER

STANDARD:
•  SIX AIR BAGS,6 INCLUDING FULL-LENGTH  

SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS6

• AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC BRAKE HOLD
• TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION9

•  FULL-SPEED FORWARD COLLISION WARNING  
WITH ACTIVE BRAKING10

•  BLIND SPOT MONITORING (BSM)11 AND  
REAR CROSS-PATH DETECTION8 SYSTEMS

• ACTIVE LANE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM12

•  PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST DETECTION 
WITH AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY BRAKING10

• DROWSY-DRIVER DETECTION13

AVAILABLE:
• 360° SURROUND-VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM8

•  PARALLEL / PERPENDICULAR PARK &  
UNPARK ASSIST SYSTEM14

•  PARKSENSE® FRONT AND REAR PARK  
ASSIST SYSTEM14

• PARKVIEW® REAR BACK-UP CAMERA8

The Jeep
®
 Compass makes a dramatic step forward, offering an 

impressive list of standard and available, technically advanced, active  
systems that keep watch over you and your passengers during your 
travels. Via an array of cameras and sensors, Compass monitors all 
around its perimeter, acting as a modern sentry on alert and ready  
to help you arrive at your destination, safe and sound.



PEDESTRIAN AND  
CYCLIST DETECTION  
WITH AUTOMATIC 
EMERGENCY BRAKING10

Cameras and sensors monitor 
the road ahead, scanning to 
detect potentially dangerous 
situations. Should an issue be 
sensed, drivers are provided  
a warning, and the vehicle 
automatically decelerates  
to help avoid an impending 
collision with a pedestrian  
or cyclist ahead. 

AVAILABLE PARALLEL/PERPENDICULAR PARK & UNPARK ASSIST SYSTEM14 This active guidance system 
controls steering automatically. You can take your hands off the steering wheel and let the system’s ultrasonic 
sensors help you ease into parking spots as you gently brake and change from Reverse to Drive as needed. 
Unpark Assist14 helps you navigate your way out of parking spots. It controls the vehicle’s steering while 
providing the driver with gear and braking instructions. 

ACTIVE LANE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM12 

A new, safety and security feature that 
measures your position within lane 
boundaries. If the system detects an 
unintentional lane drift, it will alert  
you and correct the vehicle back  
into its lane.

SIX STANDARD AIR BAGS6 Full-length side-curtain, seat-mounted side thorax, and driver and  
front-passenger front air bags6 all work together to help provide robust protection.

ON GUARD WHEN YOU’RE ON THE GO



JEEP® COMPASS TRAILHAWK® This off-roading, all-weather star arrives  

with Jeep
®
 Active Drive Low with Hill Descent Control and a 20:1 crawl ratio 

that can tackle the most rugged trails with ease. An off-road suspension  

with a full set of skid plates and unique front and rear off-road fascias with 

aggressive approach and departure add even more capability. With 17-inch 

painted Diamond-Cut alloy wheels and All-Season tyres, Red tow hooks, 

standout badging, an available two-tone Gloss Black roof and redesigned 

signature bonnet decal, Trailhawk® definitely makes an aggressive impression. 

Leather-trimmed seats with special all-weather front and rear floor mats, a 

10.25-inch full-colour Driver Information Display and a 10.1-inch Uconnect® 5 

full-colour touchscreen display are highlights in the interior. 

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .

O v e r s e a s  m o d e l  s h o w n .



JEEP® COMPASS S-LIMITED When you want to stand at the top of the 

Compass lineup, look in this direction. S-Limited places premium features 

on a long list of comforts and utilities. At first glance, the available Dual-

Pane Panoramic Power Sunroof steals the scene, and Granite Crystal 

exterior accents and badging with 19-inch Hyper Black alloy wheels stand 

out from the body-colour lower mouldings. Premium lighting glows from 

the LED projector headlights with headlight levelling system, LED tail lights 

and LED fog lights. Inside, the 10.1-inch Uconnect® 5 full-colour touchscreen 

display is the star of the show, connected to the Premium Alpine ® Sound 

System and its nine speakers plus subwoofer. The large, standard, 10.25-inch, 

digital, full-colour Driver Information Display offers an impressive array of 

vehicle information.

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



JEEP® COMPASS LIMITED Sparkling with upscale style and premium 

features, Limited makes a definite statement with its bright exterior accents, 

18-inch alloy wheels with Three-Season tyres, bright dual-tip exhaust and 

available two-tone Gloss Black roof. Inside, leather trim bolster seats are 

inviting, with a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls and 

Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go.7 Front and centre, dominating the 

dash, the 10.1-inch Uconnect® 5 full-colour touchscreen display naturally  

stands out. Parallel / Perpendicular Park & Unpark Assist System14 and 

ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera8 join a long list of standard and available 

safety and security features.

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .



JEEP
®
 COMPASS NIGHT EAGLE Head for high ground looking like you mean 

business with 18-inch Black alloy wheels, Gloss Black exterior accents and roof 

rails, and Gloss Black exterior power / heated mirrors. A sharp Black interior 

colour palette includes premium cloth / vinyl seats, a leather-wrapped steering 

wheel and a Black headliner. The long list of available safety and security 

features includes ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera8 and ParkSense® Rear Park 

Assist System.14

U . S .  U c o n n e c t ® s c r e e n  s h o w n .

O v e r s e a s  m o d e l  s h o w n .



(1) For supported file formats, refer to the USB Port section of the Owner’s Manual or DVD. (2) Requires compatible iPhone. See dealer for phone compatibility. Data plan rates apply. Vehicle user interface is a product of Apple. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. Apple terms of use and 
privacy statements apply. (3) To use Android Auto on your phone screen, you’ll need an Android phone running 6 or higher and the Android Auto App. (4) Voice Text Reply feature requires a compatible mobile device that supports text messaging and Bluetooth. Visit www.UconnectPhone.com for system and device compatibility. (5) Do not attempt water fording unless 
depth is known and consistent with the vehicle’s water fording rating in the Owner’s Manual. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be covered by the new vehicle warranty. Always off-road responsibly in approved areas. (6) Always sit properly in designated seating positions with seat belts securely fastened at all times. (7) This system is a driver convenience 
system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions. (8) Always check entire surroundings visually before proceeding. (9) Traffic Sign Recognition is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Factors including weather and condition of the traffic sign can 
impact recognition and display of the sign. Always check traffic signs visually while driving. (10) This system is an alert system for the front of the vehicle. It is not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use the brakes to avoid collisions. (11) Always check visually for vehicles prior to 
changing lanes. (12) This system is a driver convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and maintain control of the vehicle. (13) This system is a driver convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be prepared to use 
the brakes to avoid collisions. (14) Always look before proceeding. An electronic drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious driving. Always be aware of your surroundings.

©2022 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved. Jeep, the Jeep grille, Compass, ParkSense, ParkView, Selec-Terrain, Tigershark, Trailhawk, Trail Rated, Trail Rated 4x4 design and Uconnect are registered trademarks and Jeep Active Drive, Jeep Active Drive Low and Keyless Enter ’n Go are trademarks of FCA US LLC.

MultiAir is a registered trademark of C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni, used under licence by FCA US LLC. Alpine and the Alpine logo are registered trademarks of Alpine Electronics, Inc. All rights reserved. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos and marks are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Apple, Apple CarPlay and iPhone are registered trademarks of 
Apple Inc. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Google, Android, Android Auto and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC. 

This document is a publication of FCA US LLC. All product illustrations and specifications are based upon current competitive information at the time of publication approval. FCA US LLC reserves the right to make changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices, specifications, colours and materials, and to change or discontinue models which are 
considered necessary for the purpose of product improvement or for reasons of design and / or marketing.

A D V E N T U R E  AWA I T S

Jeep is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC. T H E R E ’ S  O N LY  O N E


